5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 2 for the Week of: September 16, 2019

1. arrive
2. slope
3. growth
4. locate
5. design
6. supply
7. chosen
8. type
9. froze
10. polite
11. spoken
12. tone
13. describe
14. silent
15. thrown
16. deny
17. excite
18. bowl
19. style
20. decide

Challenge Words:
1. assign
2. classify
3. donate
4. exponent
5. strike

Wordly Wise (Vocabulary):
1. aroma
2. beverage
3. bland
4. brittle
5. cluster
6. combine
7. consume
8. crave
9. cultivate
10. equivalent
11. export
12. extract
13. introduce
14. purchase
15. tropical